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Abstract
The war on cancer has been fought during the past several decades primarily based on the somatic mutation model of cancer. This
has resulted in the emphasis on cancer screening and elimination of any detected cancerous/precancerous cells as the primary
method of cancer prevention. This approach has reduced mortality from some cancers, but age-adjusted cancer mortality rates
continue to be high. The lack of significant progress in reducing cancer mortality rates may be indicative of a fundamental flaw in
the cancer model used. An alternative model of cancer is the immune suppression model of cancer based on the tremendous
increase in cancers when the immune system is suppressed. According to this model, the key carcinogenic event is the sup-
pression of the immune system which enables the already existing covert cancers to grow uncontrollably, causing cancer. Hence,
cancer screening would consist of identifying those with weak immune system response. The primary mode of cancer prevention
and treatment would be boosting of the immune system, for example, through exercise, infection, and low-dose radiation, as they
are all known to enhance immune system response and reduce cancers. There is sufficient evidence to justify clinical trials of this
approach for cancer screening, prevention, and treatment.
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Introduction

The United States declared a war on cancer with the passage

and signing of the National Cancer Act of 1971 and has devoted

considerable resources to conquering cancer. Global efforts

against cancer have also increased tremendously during the

past several decades.1 Many breakthroughs have been made

in understanding the nature of cancer,2,3 and there have been

major improvements in the techniques of cancer screening,

prevention, diagnosis, and treatment over the years.4 However,

age-adjusted cancer mortality rates continue to remain high at

approximately 170 per 100 000 (Figure 1).5

The lack of significant progress in the cancer field has been

acknowledged in recent reviews with statements such as ‘‘the

current paradigm is immersed in crisis,’’6 ‘‘the battle has not

yet been won, despite a substantial investment in resources,’’7

and ‘‘the war has not been won.’’8 Although there are sugges-

tions to continue on the present course with refinements,8 a

major change in the cancer paradigm has also been recom-

mended.6 The purpose of this review is to discuss the current

cancer paradigm; identify some of the problems with the pres-

ent approach to cancer screening, prevention, and treatment;

and suggest a new approach for dealing with cancer based on an

alternative paradigm.

Current Paradigm of Cancer Screening,
Prevention, and Treatment

The somatic mutation model of cancer has been the prevailing

paradigm in the cancer field for many decades.9 The transfor-

mation of a normal cell to a cancer cell through mutations is

considered to be the key event in the carcinogenic process and

is in fact generally referred to as carcinogenesis. This transfor-

mation has been the subject of intense study with many hall-

marks of cancer being identified.2,3 The recently reported

positive correlation between lifetime risk for 33 specific types

of cancers and the number of stem cell divisions in the corre-

sponding tissues10 appears to lend further support to the idea

that cancer is the result of ‘‘bad luck,’’ that is, accumulation of

random mutations.
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Since the occurrence of random mutations cannot be

averted, the only method of preventing the adverse impact of

the resulting cancers is to detect the cancerous or precancerous

cells early and eliminate them before they can multiply and

metastasize since cancers detected at an early stage have a

better prognosis.11 Thus, cancer screening of asymptomatic

population has become the main strategy for the prevention

of some of the cancers, including the most common ones.12

The results from this approach have been mixed. The mortality

rate for cervical cancer has reduced considerably following the

widespread adoption of Pap smear tests.13 However, for thyroid

cancer, increased screening has not resulted in reducing thyroid

cancer mortality.14 For breast cancer, the benefits of mammo-

graphy screening are being debated.15,16 For prostate cancer,

the benefits of screening are not clear and there are concerns

about the harms of the treatments resulting from early

detection.17

During the cancer screening process, the detection of malig-

nant cells in biopsy is considered to be a definitive diagnosis of

cancer based on the somatic mutation model of cancer and

usually results in treatment(s) to eliminate the tumors through

surgery, radiation therapy, and/or chemotherapy. However,

early detection can also result in overdiagnosis18 and overtreat-

ment which can harm patients19,20 since many of the cancer

treatments have adverse side effects, both long term and short

term, diminishing the patients’ quality of life.21 Because of the

significant adverse side effects from the cancer treatments and

the net harm to patients because of overdiagnosis,22,23 watchful

waiting has been suggested for some cancers detected through

screening.24 However, patients have major concerns with this

approach,25 and the possibility that a small percentage of the

detected cancers would metastasize and be fatal is of concern.

The results from the current approach to cancer have been

disappointing. Cancer screening has not been effective in

reducing overall cancer mortality,26 and age-adjusted cancer

mortality rates have remained relatively flat in the United

States during the past 50 years (Figure 2).27

Though there has been some reduction in these rates since

the early 1990s, much of the reduction may be related to the

decrease in smoking that began in the 1960s following the start

of the smoking cessation campaign (Figure 3).28

An analysis has suggested that without reductions in smok-

ing, there would have been virtually no decrease in overall

cancer mortality in either men or women since the early

1990s.29 Considering the vastly improved technologies for can-

cer screening, prevention, detection, and treatment that exist

today compared to decades ago,4 the absence of major progress

in cancer mortality rates (when the cancer reduction due to

reduced smoking is excluded from consideration) indicates

there may be a fundamental flaw in the current approach to

cancer based on the somatic mutation model of cancer.

Problems With the Somatic Mutation Model
of Cancer

There are indeed many reasons why the somatic mutation

model of cancer is not valid.30,31 Some of the reasons will be

discussed here. Figure 4 shows accumulated mutations in

spleen of mice as a function of age.32

The maximum accumulation of mutations is seen to occur in

the early period of growth between conception and maturity

when cells would be dividing at high rates and so would be

most vulnerable to mutations, but lymphoma rates are at the

lowest levels during this period32 contradicting the somatic

mutation model of cancer. For humans, although mutations

would be accumulating at high rates during childhood and

adolescence, cancer rates are very low during these periods

(Figure 5).33

An autopsy study has shown that the percentage of patients

having cancer cells in their bodies remain more or less

unchanged from ages near 50 to older ages (Figure 6),34

whereas cancer mortality rate increases by more than an order

of magnitude between these age ranges (Figure 5),33 again

contradicting the somatic mutation model of cancer. Autopsy

studies have shown that almost everyone has covert cancers,

that is, precancerous cells or cancerous cells, but lifetime risk

of being diagnosed with cancer is about 30% worldwide35 indi-

cating that cancerous mutations do not imply cancer. Even for

newborns, it is estimated that 1 in 5 may have covert prema-

lignant cancer, but cancer rate in children younger than 15 is

more than 100 times lower.35 Thus, cancerous mutations do not

imply cancer. In a recent study that examined a small area of

skin, a heavy burden of mutations was observed in normal skin

cells at a level similar to that seen in many cancers, but the

patients did not have skin cancer.36 Although many carcino-

gens are mutagens, there are some carcinogens that are not

mutagens, for example, alcohol,37 indicating that some factor

other than mutations is causing the cancers. Also, there are

Figure 1. Age-adjusted death rates from major noncommunicable
diseases in the United States from 1950 to 2010. Data from Hunter
et al.5
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some mutagens that are not carcinogens, for example, sodium

azide,38 indicating that mutations do not imply cancer. Another

feature of cancers that contradicts the mutation model of cancer

is Peto’s paradox—Cancer incidence does not scale with body

size across species.39 The observed spontaneous regression of

tumors for several types of cancers40 also contradicts the

somatic mutation mode of cancer. Finally, using the somatic

mutation model of cancer, the reported increase in DNA dam-

age from even 5 minutes of strenuous exercise41 would imply

an increased risk of cancer from regular exercise. The observed

reduction of cancer mortality with exercise42 is completely

contradictory to this prediction.

Immune Suppression Model of Cancer

An alternative model of cancer is the immune suppression

model of cancer, based on the well-known tremendous increase

in cancers in patients with organ transplant and patients with

HIV/AIDS in whom the immune system is suppressed (Figures

7 and 8).43,44 In this model of cancer, a normal cell, with the

accumulation of mutations, can become a cancer cell. How-

ever, the immune system would prevent the uncontrolled

growth of cancer cells by eliminating them or keeping them

under control, resulting in covert cancer.45 When the immune

system is suppressed, for example, due to aging (Figure 9),46

the covert cancers would grow uncontrollably to overt cancers.

There is indeed a large amount of supportive evidence for the

immune suppression model of cancer in the form of increased

cancer risk observed with the weakening of the immune system

and decreased cancer risk observed with the enhancement of

the immune system.47 Children have the strongest immune

system, and aging reduces immune system response (Figure 9)46

explaining qualitatively the well-known age-dependent increase

in cancer risk (Figure 5).33

Figure 2. Age-adjusted death rates for selected leading causes of death: United States, 1958 to 2014. Data from Kochanek et al.27

Figure 3. Per capita cigarette consumption and male lung cancer
incidence in the United States over the last century. Data from AACR
Progress Report.28
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Females have stronger immune system than males48 and

have lower risk of cancer compared to males.49 Allergy suf-

ferers have overactive immune system and have lower risk of

cancer.50 Breastfeeding enhances the immune system in

infants,51 and it reduces childhood leukemias.52 Exercise and

infections enhance the immune system53,54 and they both

reduce cancers.42,55 High-dose radiation, cigarettes, and alco-

hol suppress the immune system56-58 and they all increase can-

cer risk.57,59,60 Low-dose radiation stimulates the immune

system (Figure 10),61 and reduced cancers have been observed

in cohorts that have been exposed incidentally or accidentally

to low-dose radiation (Figure 11).62-65

All of this evidence supports the immune suppression model

of cancer. However, it is indeed possible for cancers to develop

in spite of the fully functioning immune system.66,67 As can-

cerous mutations develop, the immune system would keep the

cancerous and precancerous cells under check and in equili-

brium. During this equilibrium phase, cancer cells would be

undergoing Darwinian evolution and phenotypes of cancer

cells that evade the immune system may develop. Such cancer

cells would be able to escape the control of the immune system

and grow uncontrollably, causing cancer.66 However,

Figure 4. Comparison of the time courses of mutation accumulation
with onset of malignancies in the hematopoietic system in mice. Sty-
lized curves represent the numbers of mutations detected in spleens
(dashed line) and lymphoma incidence (solid line) in C57BL/6 mice.
Data from DeGregori.32

Figure 5. Cancer incidence rate per 100 000 in the United Kingdom
from 2011 to 2013 as a function of age. Data from Cancer Research UK.33

Figure 6. Percentage of total autopsy patients in a geriatric hospital in
Japan who had cancer cells in their body as a function of age. Data from
Imaida et al.34

Figure 7. Standardized incidence ratio for cancers in organ transplant
recipients and people with HIV/AIDS. Data from Oliveira Cobucci
et al.43
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considering the tremendous decrease in overall cancer mortality

rates when the immune system is boosted, and the effectiveness

of low-dose radiation cancer treatments which boost the immune

system, the immune system evading cancers may not be a sig-

nificant part of the cancer mix, and the suppression of the

immune system is likely to be the primary cause of most cancers.

Cancer Screening, Prevention, and
Treatment Under the Immune Suppression
Model of Cancer

Cancer Screening

Since suppression of the immune system is the primary cause

of cancers, cancer screening should consist of identifying those

that have weak immune system response, as they would be the

most susceptible to developing clinical cancers. Both innate

and adaptive immune systems work cooperatively in

Figure 8. Standardized mortality ratio (SMR) for cancers as a function
of age in organ transplant recipients. Data from Acuna et al.44

Figure 9. Varicella-zoster virus-specific cell-mediated immune
response as a function of age. Data from Levin et al.46

Figure 10. The absolute number of natural killer (NK) cells after
irradiation at different doses (25, 75, 150, and 500 mGy). Data from
Yang et al.61

Figure 11. Cancer mortality rates in population groups exposed to
low-dose radiation expressed as percentage of cancer mortality rate
in control population versus radiation dose. Data labels—(1) residents
of radio-contaminated apartment buildings in Taiwan. Data from
Hwang et al,62 (2) radiation workers in Nuclear Shipyard Worker
Study. Data from Sponsler and Cameron,63 (3) British radiologists
who entered service during the period 1955 to 1979. Data from
Berrington et al,64 and (4) evacuated residents of villages near Mayak
Nuclear Weapons Facility. Data from Kostyuchenko et al.65 All the
cohorts showed reduced risk of cancer compared to equivalent con-
trol populations not subjected to the radiation exposures.
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eliminating cancer cells67 and so it would be useful to quantify

both of these immune responses. The immune system

responses may be assessed, for example, by challenging per-

ipheral blood mononuclear cells with various agents and assay-

ing immune system-related cytokines.68 In addition, at the time

of any routine immunizations, blood samples can be collected

prior to and a few weeks after the immunizations and assayed

for the immune system response to the vaccinations. Those

found to have weak responses in these assessments should be

given interventions such as exercise, infection, and low-dose

radiation to elevate their immune system responses, and the

effectiveness of the interventions should be confirmed by fur-

ther assays. Since these interventions would not have any major

adverse side effects but would improve health in other aspects,

overdiagnosis and overtreatment would not be of as much con-

cern. Clinical trials are needed to assess the effectiveness of

this approach to cancer screening.

Prevention of Cancer

Since suppression of the immune system is the primary cause

of cancers, the primary method of cancer prevention would be

to boost the immune system. This can be achieved, for exam-

ple, via exercise, infection, and low-dose ionizing radiation

since they are all known to boost the immune system. However,

there are some practical issues in utilizing these interventions.

Though it is well known that exercise improves overall

health and is recommended for the general population,69 a large

segment of the population does not engage in much physical

activity.70,71 Improving compliance with the exercise prescrip-

tion in the population would be helpful in reducing cancers.

The current campaigns for exercise do not emphasize the can-

cer preventive effect of exercise, and this beneficial effect of

exercise is not well known to the public. Modifying the adver-

tising campaign message and stressing the cancer preventive

effect of regular exercise may result in better compliance with

exercise recommendations.

Stimulation of the immune system through daycare infec-

tions in infants is known to reduce the risk of childhood leu-

kemias.72 For adults also, a history of fevers due to infections

has been associated with reduced cancer risk later in life.73

Whether similar cancer preventive effect may be attained by

stimulating the immune systems through vaccinations should

be studied.

The use of low-dose radiation for boosting the body’s

defenses and preventing cancers should be explored in clinical

trials since many population groups that were exposed to low-

dose radiation were found to have significantly reduced can-

cers, as noted earlier (Figure 11). One difficulty with such use

of low-dose radiation is that the observed cancer preventive

effect of low-dose radiation is not well known. Since ionizing

radiation is known to cause DNA damage and mutations, even

a small amount of radiation is presumed to increase cancer risk,

based on the invalid somatic mutation model of cancer. How-

ever, low-dose radiation would also boost the defenses in the

body, such as antioxidants and DNA repair enzymes, and so

would reduce the occurrence of mutations in the subsequent

period, with the final result being reduced DNA damage

and mutations following low-dose radiation exposures.74 This

has been observed in studies with drosophila melanogaster

(Figure 12)75 and mice (Figure 13).76

One consequence of the reduced mutations is that fewer

cancer cells would be formed and would be in the equilibrium

phase of the immunoediting process,66 and so there would be

less chance of forming immune system-evading cancers.

Another consequence of the DNA damage due to low-dose

radiation exposures is that the damaged cells would upregulate

retinoic acid early inducible proteins (RAE-1) and other

ligands of the NKG2D receptor activating natural killer cells,77

which play an important role in eliminating tumor cells.

Other interventions that increase the immune system

response such as reducing obesity,78 smoking cessation,57

fruit/vegetable diet,79 fasting,80 and so on—if they are appli-

cable—should also be studied. The boosted immune system

from all these interventions would eliminate the precancerous

and cancerous cells more efficiently, reducing the number of

cancer cells in the equilibrium phase undergoing Darwinian

evolution. Hence, there would be less development of the

immune system evading cancers using this approach to cancer

prevention.

Treatment of Cancer

According to the immune suppression model of cancer, when

the immune system response goes down due to aging, lifestyle,

and so on, covert cancers can start growing and manifest as

early-stage overt cancers. When such early-stage cancers are

detected through traditional cancer screening methods or

observed symptoms, a boosted immune system would likely

be able to eliminate the cancers or bring them under control

again, converting them back to covert cancers. Thus, a method

Figure 12. The effect of low-dose radiation on mutations in droso-
phila melanogaster. Data from Koana et al.75
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of treating early-stage cancers would be to boost the immune

system, and this can be achieved, for example, with exercise,

infection, and low-dose radiation. Even for late-stage cancers,

enhancing the immune system with infection has resulted in

complete remission of cancer.81 Hence, immune system boost-

ing interventions should be tested in clinical trials for all stages

of cancers.

Physical activity increases immune system response,53 and

studies have indicated that physical activity improves survival

in patients with cancer overall82 as well as for colorectal can-

cer,83 breast cancer,84 and prostate cancer,85 suggesting the

study of exercise for treating cancers. A recent review has

indicated that structured exercise may have a potential of

reducing cancers in patients with early-stage cancer.86

Another method of boosting the immune system is via infec-

tion.54 Postoperative infection in patients with osteosarcoma

has been associated with improved survival87 supporting the

concept that infection may be helpful in treating cancers. Spon-

taneous remission of cancer has been observed to be highly

correlated with prior feverish infections,73 indicating that

infection had a cancer therapeutic effect. The use of mixed

bacteria vaccine for treating cancers was studied over a century

ago by Coley88 and attained results comparable to results

achieved with modern-day treatments.55 Hence, such a mixed

bacteria vaccine should be studied for the treatment of

cancer.89

A third method of enhancing the immune system is through

exposure to low-dose radiation.61,90 Repeated application of

low-dose radiation to the whole body has been utilized for

treating cancer in several clinical trials and has resulted in

patient survival comparable to or better than chemotherapy and

so has been recommended as a method of cancer treatment.91-93

Adjuvant whole-body or half-body low-dose radiation treat-

ments interspersed between radiation therapy sessions resulted

in better patient survival compared to radiation therapy alone.93

In these studies, whole body dose of 10 or 15 cGy was given 15

or 10 times during 5 weeks, respectively, for a total dose of 1.5

Gy. Since there was concern regarding increased likelihood of

leukemia when total dose of 2 Gy or more had been utilized for

the treatments,94 clinical trials should be conducted with lower

cumulative dose from the low-dose radiation treatments to

determine if such treatments are effective in eliminating the

cancers while reducing the chance for increased leukemias.

The lower cumulative radiation dose may also be helpful in

reducing the occurrence of thrombocytopenia sometimes

observed following such treatments in the clinical trials.93,95

These and other immune system boosting treatments should

be tailored to the individual to achieve the most enhancement

of the immune system. For example, if the person diagnosed

with early-stage cancer had led a sedentary lifestyle, a change

in lifestyle that includes vigorous exercise would likely boost

the immune system. If the patient had already been exercising

regularly when diagnosed with cancer, a more intense exercise

regimen should be prescribed to boost the immune system to

higher levels than earlier. A single method of boosting the

immune system would not be sufficient for eliminating the

cancers. Hence, clinical trials need to be conducted to study

the efficacy of applying all the above methods (and any other

additional methods of boosting the immune system) simulta-

neously or in sequence for treating cancers. For those cancers

that do not respond to the immune system boosting treatments,

traditional treatment methods such as surgery, radiation ther-

apy, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, and so on would need to

be applied.

Discussion

An alternative model of cancer, the immune suppression model

of cancer, has been proposed here as the basis for dealing with

cancer because the present approach to cancer, which is based

on the invalid somatic mutation model of cancer, has not been

successful in reducing the adverse impact of cancer, despite

major advances in the field during the past several decades.

The recommended approach to cancer screening, of identifying

individuals with weakened immune system response through

assays, needs to be tested in clinical trials to ascertain its valid-

ity. Considerable evidence supports the suggested approach of

boosting the immune system using exercise, infection, and low-

dose radiation to prevent and treat cancer. Other interventions

that increase the immune system response such as reducing

obesity, smoking cessation, fruit/vegetable diet, fasting, and

so on—if they are applicable—should also be studied. By

applying these interventions simultaneously or in sequence,

we may be able to achieve a much higher reduction in cancer

mortality rates than the reductions that individual interventions

have achieved in the past. The immune system boosting inter-

ventions would eliminate cancerous/precancerous cells more

efficiently and so would reduce Darwinian evolution of cancers

that evade the immune system. There would also be very few

adverse side effects from the suggested treatments. In sum-

mary, this changed paradigm of cancer screening, prevention,

Figure 13. The effect of chronic low-dose radiation on DNA damage
in mice. Data from Osipov et al.76
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and treatment based on the immune suppression model of can-

cer can result in a significant reduction of cancer incidence,

cancer treatment adverse side effects, and cancer mortality

rates, which have not been possible with the present approach

that is based on the somatic mutation model of cancer.

Conclusion

Clinical trials are needed to validate the changed paradigm of

cancer screening, prevention, and treatment based on the

immune suppression model of cancer. Existing evidence indi-

cates this approach would be successful in substantially reduc-

ing the adverse impact of cancer. Adoption of the proposed

cancer paradigm can pay rich dividends in terms of signifi-

cantly reduced cancer incidence and mortality rates while

essentially eliminating the adverse side effects of present can-

cer treatments.
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